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Glow in the dark contacts prescription

Glow in the dark contact lenses are fun to wear, whether you're attending a party, dressing up for Halloween, or want to impress your friends and surprise people. Find out where you can buy these lenses and what suits they work best for. Glow in the dark contacts are fun for Halloween events, raves, and parties. They
spice up your costume and provide the macabre appeal, and they are available from several retailers. My Scary Eyes offers an assortment of UV contact lenses in several colors. Not only can you get bold blues and radiant reds, but they offer scary pockets, honeycomb, and white screen lenses, as well. Fruugo offers a
unique Volturi eye in their i-glow collection if you're looking to add spice to your costume about twilight. Spooky Eyes offers outrageous colors in addition to red dragon eyes, white cat eyes, and even white demon eyes. ColourYourEyes.com features a unique ali white that is sure to spice up your look. VampFangs has
your glowing needs met with their fluorescent glow-in-the-dark collection. Related items bearing your contacts While neon-colored UV contacts are perfect for raves and parties, these can also work for costume designs such as for Halloween or a black light party. Dragon Making your own dragon costume can be a chore.
However, with UV contacts available in yellow, red, and even dragon eye green, you can add a scary look to complete your costume. Cat Whether you are a black cat, sexy cat, leopard, or even lion, add a pair of glow in the eyes of dark yellow, green or white cat. These help you stand out in the crowd by adding a more
realistic look. Red eyes add an evil effect without a costume, but adding bright red eyes to a ghoul costume can take you from nice to wow. Wandering the corridors of a haunted house, others will not be able to tell who is being paid. Whether you're going for a full Dracula with glow-in-the-dark neon red contacts or you
want to finish your Edward Cullen costume with a pair of UV honey contacts, the eyes will make or break the vampire makeup. Witch A witch costume can take many forms. Maybe you want to go Wicked Witch of the West by adding a little glow in the dark green contacts. However, if you want to get really bad, try some
red demon eyes or even dragon eyes. Maybe you just want to add your own form of evil by adding some white ali contacts to your white witch costume. Become a true mystic by adding a pair of dark green or blue contacts to your Gypsy. This added touch creates an appearance of another world. Speaking of creatures
from another world, fairies are brilliant and daring creatures. Depending on your costume, you can add blue, green, pink or yellow glow in the dark lens to your eyes to provide a truly mythical look. Crazy Hatter No one can make the Mad Hatter like Johnny Depp, but you can try your hand at it. Added a pair of bright green
glow in dark dark lens your bright suit together. Skeleton Imagine how scary your skeleton will be if you add glowing paint and bright blue or white contacts. Yellow wolf glow-in-the-darks contacts can provide the scary feel you're looking for, and realism might just create a great fear for your party. Taking care of light
contacts in the dark is the same as regular contacts. Wash your hands before touching your eyes or lenses. Rinse your lenses with an all-purpose contact solution and store them in a contact case. Be sure to rinse them before putting them in your eyes and after taking them out. Do not reuse the saline solution. Never use



saliva to rinse your contacts. Don't keep lenses longer than recommended. Don't wear them overnight. Contacts, even fun ones, need to be replaced every few months. If you experience redness, pain or irritation, contact an eye care professional immediately. The final touch Add glow in dark contacts to your rave set or
Halloween costume is the perfect way to finish your outfit. Wow those around you with your eyes shining. Fascinated by the idea eyes glowing in the dark? Blue Rave contact lenses can make your eyes shine if placed under black light. The color looks pretty low under normal light which makes them fun to wear during
the day without looking over the top. Come in prescription! Quantity: 2 lenses (1 pair) Packaging: 1 Lens per vial Content: A daily sterile hydrophile wear soft contact lens, 38% water, 62% polymacon immersed in 0.9% buffered USP saline solution. Lens lifetime: 1 year after openingExotic Lenses uses VerifyMyLenses to
manage contact lens checks in order to legally sell you lenses under the federal contact lens rule. If you are a U.S. customer, you will receive an email from VerifyMyLenses asking you to log in and provide your eye care professionals information after you leave our store. This email is generated within 5 minutes of
submitting your order. Please make sure to check your spam folder if you don't get it. You have to fill out the form completely. Remember! Even lenses that don't correct your vision require the approval of your eye care professional. This is a federal law and is deed to protect the health and safety of your eyes. Providing
incorrect inaccurate or intentional information will not result in verification. It will just seriously delay/cancel your If you are in the United States, the law applies to you. International customers: Although we are not required by law to check with your eye care professional, we strongly recommend you discuss the purchase
with them to make sure they will be suitable for your eyes. Exotic Lenses is serious about protecting the visual health and safety of our customers. Are you ready to dance all night, party at dawn, rave like a pro, rock clubs in dynamite fashion, or shine like a beautiful star? Where are are Looking to scare the living hell out
of people by creating scary haunting effects for your horror creatures at your next Haunt attraction? Or are you a body-painter looking to create really neat effects for your photo shoots? From evil witches with glowing green eyes to dancing monsters with bright pink eyes, you can now create the ultimate effect to
accentuate your makeup, costumes or party getup with glow in dark contact lenses. These unique style contacts are designed to shine in the presence of black or UV lighting. With four vibrant colors (blue, geen, pink and yellow) that will definitely add a little extra dread to your haunting creatures, body paints, photo
shoots, or do you have to be the center of attention dancing, delirium and partying. These black light contacts also make a great addition to glow makeup, glow spray paint, or other glow accessories that glow bright under black lights. Blue Glow contact lenses Be the coolest cat on the dance floor with glowing blue rave
contacts, or create scary makeup effects for body paints or haunted house creatures such as: scary skeletons, brain-hungry zombies, or other scary monsters. Glow Blue FX contacts are the most versatile in that it can create psychological chilling and soothing effects, but it can happen as really scary when worn with
scary creatures haunting. With a beautiful uv-neon blue color under the black lights, and like a crystal-light blue under regular lighting. Almost everyone's favorite eye color is blue, so why not light them up in nightclubs or for some Halloween dens. Available in corrective and non-corrective versions. Click on the image to
learn more about these blue glow special effects contacts. Yellow Glow contact lenses let your eyes shine like the sun with those neon yellow glows in dark contacts. Get a surreal look with lenses, creating a scary, glowing-yellow-eye effect for black light dens. Or go take your glow sticks and slap on some glow makeup
and get ready to dance your little heart away and have wild fun at any black light party, rave, or event. Yellow is a warm color, denoting happiness and joy. If you're happy-going- these bright eyes will suit your character perfectly. Yellow glowing eyes can also deport as quite scary when paired with horror makeup and
costume effects, which is well suited for or actors from Haunt attractions or haunted houses featured with a black light. Available in corrective and non-corrective versions. Click on the image to learn more about these glowing yellow eye contacts. Pink Glow Contact lenses spread your love under some black lights with
these pretty pink glow in dark contacts. Pink is the color of universal love. A benevolent and calm color, pink opens emotions for softness, self-confidence and irresistible irresistible If you are a lover of innocence and beauty, then you will love these pink UV neon contact lenses. These will not only spread beauty, but will
also make you feel beautiful! But don't sleep on those innocent looking lenses. They can make for some nasty effects looking to haunt. Because of the soft nature of this color, it can create a dichotomic-like effect that can be compared to our evil alien creature in our image, modeled by our friend Adnarimification.
Available in corrective and non-corrective versions. Click on the image to learn more about these pretty bright pink glasses. Green Glow Contact lenses From green ghouls - to nasty witches and delirious dancers - to sickly parties, contact lenses green glow special effects are sure to make you play the role. These
glowing green lentils are neat to create scary and evil looking characters and creatures. Perfect for employees or actors of haunted attractions and haunted houses with a black light to accentuate their makeup and costume effects. Let your eyes Go Green for nightclubs, raves, parties, New Year's Eve, or just have some
black-light fun with friends. Available in corrective and non-corrective versions. Click on the image to learn more about the glow green contact lenses. NOTE: For all text links described below (with the exception of all glow/rave text links), third-party links will open in a new tab. No affiliation to any of these sites. Just
added value if you want more information. The popularity of Glow In The Dark Contacts Glow in dark contacts have become more popular and fashionable recently. You can find them worn during Halloween, haunting attractions, fairy parties, clubs and raves. Glow in the dark contact lenses will add that extra ZING to any
costume, goth gear - or- goup fashionable. You can be sure to get that WOW effect from people at any scene that routinely uses UV lighting - or - black light effects that will then really highlight your glow in dark contacts. Many people experience a very strange magic and mind modification under UV lighting that many
clubs and raves use. How do Glow in the Dark contact lenses work? The light effect emanating from these contacts works with a luminescent substance that is put into the contact lenses. When light contacts are exposed to UltraViolet, UV light or black light, they then glow in a neon-like luminescence. In addition to
shining in the lenses Dark, there are many other things that shine in the dark - ranging from things we played with as a child to other fun glow novelties that you can buy in a store. When children grow up, we'd love to play with things that shone in the night — like flash bugs, glow star stickers, light necklaces and bright
bracelets. As we get older, we've been on glow sticks, we're shining in dark condoms and we've got glowing contact. Complimentary. Psychologically speaking, whether we're young or old, maybe what we're really trying to do is shine some fun light in the darker aspects of our soul - thus filling the void of what we're really
afraid of on a deep level - The Dark. IMAGE ATTRIBUTION: Pink glow eye alien in pink glow contact lenses post the above image provided by: Adnarimification /Modification: Added in photoshop: (pink eyes retouched, resized, cropped, and incorporated into this solid image). image).
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